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The Board of County Commissioners met in regular session on March 23, 2021 . Those present for the
~~
session were, Ben Tisdel, Chair; Lynn M. Padgett, Vice-Chair; Jake Niece, Commissioner Member;
~~ ~
Connie Hunt, County Administrator; Carol Viner, County Attorney; and Hannah Hollenbeck, Deputy Clerk
Q
of the Board.
►
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Note - This meeting was recorded for reference purposes. The meeting was conducted ::o
virtually and in person pursuant to Resolution 2020-007 Setting Forth a Virtual Meeting
Policy During a Local Disaster Emergency.
tO

8:31

The Board of County Commissioners convened as the Board of Health concerning ,,
the following:
m
f;9

g

1. Public Health Director Update:

0

Tanner Kingery, County Public Health Director, was present.
Kingery thanked local residents that had been volunteering at the vaccine clinic.
Kingery explained changes to the State Color Dial. He said that counties no longer had to apply to go into
"green". He said that the County's percent positivity rate was 3 .6%.
Kingery said that staff was working to vaccinate people in Phase 1.B4. He said that there were a number
of people in the phase increasing the logistical work, but that the increase in available vaccine helped
considerably. He encouraged everyone to continue to observe the five commitments, including wearing a
mask, even if vaccinated. Kingery said that the Ouray County Public Health Agency had administered
2,459 vaccinations; he said that 838 County residents had obtained a vaccination elsewhere.
Kingery said that staff had transitioned to ReadyOp, and that it was very effective in taking the
administrative burden of scheduling and contacting those seeking a vaccine. Kingery said that he was
working on a Spanish version of the form, as well as outreach to underserved populations.
Commissioner Padgett encouraged any kind of outreach that simplified access to obtaining the vaccine.
Kingery said that Dial 3.0 was expected to be rolled out later that afternoon from the State. He explained
that most restrictions would be removed in the "green" level, with full reopening allowed under "blue.· He
said that under the "green" and "blue" levels, outdoor events were permitted with no capacity limits. He
said that the Board may want to have discussion regarding possible amendments to the Local Public
Health Order to enact stricter restrictions, if warranted. Kingery said that the outlook was looking better;
however, he cautioned that two Coloradoans died every day from COVID-19 and that the pandemic was
still very much a danger.
Commissioner Tisdel said that he had received many inquiries about unseated outdoor events and if the
Board would be enacting stricter regulations. He said that many visitors may not have had the access to
vaccinations that Colorado had. Commissioner Niece suggested utilizing the COVID-19 spacing
calculator for input, and including the topic on the April 1, 2021 Joint Planning Group Work Session. The
Board agreed. Commissioner Padgett clarified that the discussion would only be for information
gathering, and that no decision would be made at the Work Session.
Kingery said that one COVID-19 variant case had been identified in Ouray County. He said that the
recent identification of variants in the region elucidated the need to continue to be vigilant.

B.

9:04

Call to the Public:
The M
Call to the Public" agenda item is a time when the public may bring forth items of interest or
concern. Na fonnal action may be taken on these items during this time due to the open meeting
law provision; however. they may be placed on a future posted agenda if action is required.

There were no "Call to the Public" items.

C.

9:06

The Board of County Commissioners convened as the Board of Social Services to
consider the following Items:

Carol Friedrich, County Social Services Director, was present.

1. Request for approval of the following reports and authorization of the Chair's
signature on certification page:
a.

Balance Sheet, January 2021:

b. Earned Revenue and Expenditures, January 2021 :

c . Expenditures through Electronic Benefit Transfers, February 2021 :
d. Check Register for the Month of February 2021:
e. County Allocation / MOE Report, JAN-21:
2. Caseload Report:
Friedrich presented the reports. The Board discussed the caseload report and anticipated increases and
decreases in enrolments during the summer months.

M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to approve
the Balance Sheet, January 2021; Earned Revenue and Expenditures, January 2021;
Expenditures through Electronic Benefit Transfers, February 2021; Check Register for the Month
of February 2021; and County Allocation I MOE Report, JAN-21, and authorize Chair's signature
on the certification page.
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A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

3.

Request for approval and authorization of Chair's signature on a Purchase of
Services Agreement with Kin Connect, for Child Welfare-related provider
services, and on the Fiscal Impact Form:

Friedrich explained that the agreement was for a new provider for foster care and supervision.

MIS/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to approve
and authorize Chair's signature on a Purchase of Services Agreement with Kin Connect, for Child
Welfare-related provider services, and on the Fiscal Impact Form.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

4.

Request for approval and authorization of Chair's signature on a SS·23A
Agreement to Purchase with Whimspire, for Child Welfare-related provider
services, and on the Fiscal Impact Form:

M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to approve
and authorize Chair's signature on a SS-23A Agreement to Purchase with Whimspire, for Child
Welfare-related provider services, and on the Fiscal Impact Form.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

5.

Request for approval and authorization of Chair's signature on a Purchase of
Services Agreement with Family Ties Supervised Access, for Child Welfare
Supervised Supervision services, and on the Fiscal Impact Form:

Friedrich said that Family Ties was a new provider in the area.

M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to approve
and authorize Chair's signature on a Purchase of Services Agreement with Family Ties
Supervised Access, for Child Welfare Supervised Supervision services, and on the Fiscal Impact
Form.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

D.

9:38

Ouray County Public Health Agency Fiber/ Broadband Update:
1. Doug Seacat, Deeply Digital:

Jeff Bockes, County IT Manager, was present. Doug Seacat, Deeply Digital, was also present.
Seacat said that snow and adverse conditions had delayed progress since the last update. He said that
construction was planned for Ridgway that week, and work with the City of Ouray was planned to begin
on May 1st•
Commissioner Tisdel asked if Seacat was still on track to be substantially complete with the project tin
June. Seacat said that it would be complete; he was bringing in an additional crew.

G.

9:51

Break:

9:58

General Business:
1.

Request for approval of Warrants:

M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Padgett and seconded by Commissioner Niece to approve
warrants as presented.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
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Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
3.

Review and acceptance January 2021 and February 2021 Public Trustee
Reports:

MIS/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Padgett and seconded by Commissioner Niece to accept the
January 2021 and February 2021 Public Trustee Reports.

A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

E. 10:00

Parcel Line/ Boundary Line Adjustment:
Application: Request for approval of a parcel line / boundary line adjustment to
solidify ownership of the driveway that accesses the Rios Parcel, by
swapping equal amounts of land between the Rios and Gross Parcel:
Applicants: Martin and Nancy Rios
Howard and Gayle Gross
Location:

465 County Road 17

Bryan Sampson, Senior Planner, was present.
Commissioner Tisdel asked Sampson to present the request.
Sampson explained that the request was to simply swap property between the Rios and Gross parcels for
the purpose of solidifying legal ownership and access to the existing driveway.
Commissioner Tisdel asked the applicants to make a presentation.
Nancy Rios had nothing further to add.
Commissioner Tisdel asked for public comment. There was no public comment.
M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to approve a
parcel line I boundary line adjustment to solidify ownership of the driveway that accesses the Rios
Parcel, by swapping equal amounts of land between the Rios and Gross Parcel as applied for by
Martin and Nancy Rios and Howard and Gayle Gross, located at 465 County Road 17, as
recommended by staff with one condition as listed in the staff report.

A roll calf vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
G. 10:07

General Business, continued:

4. Request for approval and authorization of Chair's signature on the Boundary
Adjustment relating to two parcels of land located in Section 31, Township 44, Range
7, NMPM, or the Eclipse and Victoria Mining Claims, as approved by Resolution 2020-

039:
M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Padgett and seconded by Commissioner Niece to approve
and authorize Chair's signature on the Boundary Adjustment relating to two parcels of land
located in Section 31, Township 44, Range 7, NMPM, or the Eclipse and Victoria Mining Claims,
as approved by Resolution 2020-039.

A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
6.

Request for approval and authorization of Chair's signature on Letter of
Support for Governor Basin Scoping Letter:

Commissioner Padgett said that she would send the letter for the Board's review, and potential action
later in the meeting.
7.
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M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to ratify
approval and authorization of Commissioner's signature on Letter of Support for House Bill 211181 creating a State Soil Health Program within the Colorado Department of Agriculture (CDA).
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
9. Consideration/Action concerning Vehicle Purchases through the Enterprise
Fleet Management Program:
Hunt explained the request and that funding had been appropriated in the 2021 budget. She asked the
Board to wait until the Enterprise Fleet Management Program representative could join the meeting to
consider the item. The Board agreed.

F. 10:22

Don Paulson, Ouray County Historical Society (OCHS):
1.

Request for adoption of Resolution 2021-006 designating 540 Clinton Street,
Ridgway as an Ouray County Historic Landmark:

Don Paulson, OCHS. was present. Joan Chismire, Ouray County Ranch History Museum and Cart Fees,
Contractor. were also present.
Paulson explained the request to designate the building as a County historic landmark. He said that the
building had been constructed in the 1890s, and had served as a retail store, and the Ridgway post office
on two separate occasions. He explained that a fire had gutted the building in early January 2021. The
owner of the property was interested in restoring the building through the Colorado State Historic Fund
and would be seeking grant assistance. Paulson said that the restoration would be beneficial to the
historic nature of Ridgway.
Commissioner Padgett noted a discrepancy between the owner listed on the application and the owner
listed on the Assessor's property records. She said that it would be helpful to have a letter signed from
the owner, as it was listed on the Assessor's records. Additionally, Commissioner Padgett had reached
out to the Town of Ridgway Manager and Town Council to see if they were aware of the request. She
reported that Town Council had not discussed the topic, but was generally in support as it was in line with
the values of the Town. She said that it was important for designations to be supported by all applicable
entities.
Commissioner Tisdel asked about the anticipated timeline to begin the project. Fees said that it was his
goal to begin demolition and preliminary permitting in the summer. Chismire added that the building was
not eligible for funding assistance until the designation had been acquired.

M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Padgett and seconded by Commissioner Niece to adopt
Resolution 2021-006 designating 540 Clinton Street, Ridgway, as an Ouray County Landmark.
conditioned upon the receipt of documentation that the property owner supported the designation
and was the same person as listed on the Assessor's property record, and upon the receipt of a
statement of support from the Town of Ridgway.

A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

G. 10:44

General Business:
2. Sneffels Energy Board, DOLA Planning Grant Discussion:

Kim Wheels and Emma Gerona, EcoAction Partners, were present.
Wheels said that EcoAction Partners, along with the Sneffels Energy Board were seeking a partnership
with the County to become the fiscal entity for a DOI.A Planning Grant. She said that the goal was to
update the Climate Action Plan {CAP) and to produce a document that was accessible, visually
appealing, and understandable by regional residents. She said that community input and engagement in
the development of the plan would lead to implementation strategies.
Hunt asked when funding was expected. Wheels said that there was no deadline for the grant submittal;
she said that funding could be awarded as early as May 2021 . Hunt said that the County could be the
fiscal agency, knowing that it was a smaller grant, and that the responsible agency would be EcoAction
Partners. Hunt indicated her support for the request.
Commissioner Niece disclosed that he had previously worked for EcoAction Partners prior to becoming a
Commissioner, and was still involved in a transitional role, educating employees and transferring
institutional knowledge. Viner said that it was advisable for Commissioner Niece to recuse himself, to
mitigate the perception of conflict.
Commissioner Niece recused himself and left the meeting.
The Board supported the direction for the County Administrator to work with EcoAction Partners to
develop a Pre-Grant Form and letter of support for consideration at a future meeting.
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Commissioner Niece rejoined the meeting.

9.

Consideration/Action concerning Vehicle Purchases through the Enterprise
Fleet Management Program, continued:

Troy Richard, Enterprise Fleet Management, was present.
Commissioner Tisdel asked if the vehicle options could be changed, and if there was an electric vehicle
option.
Richard said that the vehicle models included in the quote were just a starting point, based on the
County's current fleet. He said that 2021 was a unique year for inventory; he said that a shortage of
microchips was restricting the available inventory. He said he would work with Hunt to determine the most
suitable vehicles.
Commissioner Tisdel asked if the vehicles could be serviced locally or in Montrose. Richard said that
there were a number of certified shops in Montrose, and that local mechanic shops could become
certified.
Richard explained that the program would help the County to procure, surplus and consign vehicles.
The Board discussed the Colorado Electric Vehicle plan, and the possible impacts on small communities.
Commissioner Padgett suggested that a work session be held to determine if the Board as providing staff
with the tools they needed to succeed. She said that if the electric vehicle relied on an electric vehicle
charger, that could potently impact the utility bill, and could hamper mission critical activities if the
chargers were unavailable.
Richard said that the program was built to be dynamic and reactive to the County's needs. He said that
the County's core vehicle fleet needed attention and replacement.

M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Tisdel and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to authorize
the County Administrator to proceed as directed to move forward with Vehicle Purchases through
the Enterprise Fleet Management Program under the exemption policy in the County's
Procurement Policy and authorized appropriate signatures, where needed.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

7. Discussion and possible action regarding CC4CA Membership:
Tom Easley, CC4CA, and Erica Sparhawk, Town of Carbondale Trustee and CC4CA Board President,
were present.
Easley explained the rate tiers and equity discounts. The Board directed staff to prepare a resolution
memorializing the County's membership with CC4CA for $1,000 membership rate, and to apply for an
equity discount, if appropriate.

8. Request for adoption of Resolution 2021-007 approving an application for
renewal of a Marijuana Cultivation License for Mountain Annie's, LLC aka
Flying Pig, located at 33380 Highway 550: (This application was approved by
the Board during the March 16, 2021 meeting)
M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to adopt
Resolution 2021-007 approving an application for renewal of a Marij uana Cultivation License for
Mountain Annie's LLC aka Flying Pig, located at 33380 Highway 550.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

10. Discussion and possible action regarding the Little Blue Creek Canyon Project:
Commissioner Tisdel said that the Federal Highway Administration (FHA) had indicated that they would
be proceeding with the project schedule as previously agreed upon to complete the project within a two
year construction window.
Commissioner Padgett was appreciative of the extra time to review the proposal and was glad to see the
project website had been updated. The Board agreed to direct that the project link be made available on
the County's website and social media platforms. The Board agreed that another comment letter was not
necessary.

5.

Request for approval and authorization of Chair's signature on Letter of
Support for Governor Basin Scoping Letter, continued:

Commissioner Padgett presented the letter.
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M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to approve
and authorize Chair's signature on Letter Support for Governor Basin Scoping Letter.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

11. Request for decision to participate in the Totally Green program with San
Miguel Power Association (SMPA):
M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to to
participate in the San Miguel Power Association (SMPA) Totally Green Program.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

12:13

I.

1:30

Lunch:
The Board of County Commissioners convened as the Local Licensing Authority
(LLA) to consider the following item:

1. Request by Greenspoon Marder, authorized agent for Max Schlosser (owner
and lessor of a property known as 255 Melody Lane) for approval of a 'Major
Modification' and annual renewal of a Marijuana Cultivation License for an
existing cultivation facility licensed as 'MS Support, LLC':
Mark Castrodale, County Planning Director, and Justin Perry, County Sheriff, were present.
Commissioner Tisdel explained that while the item was not a public hearing, it was a quasi-judicial matter
and that the public hearing process would be followed.
Commissioner Tisdel asked Castrodale to present the request.
Castrodale said that the staff report included extensive details about the facility and the history. He said
that he would highlight the request, and any areas where he anticipated discussion or questions.
Castrodale began by stating that the applicant was Max Schlosser, and the tenant and operator of the
facility was Daniel Castillo. He said that the applicant was seeking approval of a license renewal of an
existing marijuana cultivation facility, and approval of a major modification of premises to revise the
existing screening requirements of the facility. He noted that the State Marijuana Enforcement Division
(MED) had licensed the facility through November 2021 .
Castrodale explained that Ordinance 2019-001 dealt with a facility's licensed premises; he said that the
entire property at 255 Melody Lane was not the licensed premises. He continued explain that the area
inside the interior fence on the property was considered the licensed premises, the remainder of the 35
acre property was not under the regulations of the Ordinance.
Castrodale explained the structures related to the cultivation activities that had been either approved and
in place, or approved an under construction. He said there was a 3,300 square foot shop / greenhouse,
an enclosed walkway, a 10,000 square foot concrete slab, a 5,000 square foot greenhouse that was
limited to 2,500 square feet of cultivation space, a 360 square foot breezeway and six conex boxes.
Castrodale noted that four conex boxes were currently outside the licensed facility fencing due to
construction and that the boxes would be moved into the licensed area. Castrodale noted that two other
conex boxes would remain outside the licensed premises: he said that they were personal storage
containers.
Castrodale said that the facility had been through many iterations of screening requirements, with varying
degrees of success. He said that trees had been required in previous approvals and that they were not
successful. He said that the applicant was now proposing to modify the screening requirement by utilizing
the exiting privacy fence located on the non-licensed portion of the property.
Castrodale said that the application had been referred to the County Administrator, the County Attorney
and the County Sheriff. He said that Sheriff would be given the opportunity to address complaints
received regarding the facility.
Castrodale said that notices were provided per Section 8 of the Ordinance.
Castrodale continued to address complaints received and investigated by the Land Use Department. In
early December 2020, a complaint was received regarding visible light from the greenhouse at night.
Castrodale said that staff contacted the facility manager who stated that the timing of the light deprivation
curtains had not been adjusted for the change in daylight savings. Castrodale said that the facility
manager made the necessary adjustments. Castrodale said that staff followed up with the complainant,
but no response was received.
Castrodale said that many odor complaints were submitted to Land Use staff in 2020. Castrodale said
that staff was not always immediately available to respond to complaints. He said that even in the
occasions that staff was able to respond within 30 minutes of the complaint being submitted, it was not a
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tenable solution for the facility operators, neighbors or staff. In addition, Castrodale said that Land Use
staff had performed 29 non-complaint related odor checks at the facility. He said that the checks were
performed from the property line and at various points along County Road 22, as well as from the gate to
the property line on Melody Lane. Castrodale said that staff did not detect the odor of marijuana at or
beyond the property line of the facility during the investigations. Castrodale said that several odor
complaints overlapped with complaints made to the Sheriffs Office. He said that a Sheriffs deputy did
substantiate one odor complaint, and one noise complaint.
Perry confirmed that a deputy was able to make a substantiated odor complaint on January 6 111 from the
property gate. Perry said that the deputy was unable to contact the facility manager. On a separate
occasion, a law enforcement officer not affiliated with the Sheriffs Office was driving on County Road 22
near the juncture with Melody Lane and encountered the smell of marijuana. Perry said that the
department had also received a noise complaint and two complaints regarding the fence. He would
address the complaints in greater detail later in the proceedings.
Castrodale said that the complaints revealed that Ordinance 2019-001 was not working to address odor
complaints.
Castrodale said that the facility was out of compliance with the approval terms in Resolution 2019-040
which specified installation of a camouflage netting and a sufficient number of evergreen trees on and
near the existing berm. He explained that the trees had not survived. The facility manager had
approached Land Use staff to propose alternative solutions to the camouflage netting, as it would not hold
up to the extreme weather experienced in the area; however, staff had instructed them to bring the
request to the LLA for consideration. Additionally, Castrodale said that the greenhouse was also out of
compliance given the reflectivity and glare.
Castrodale explained that Castillo, who also resided on the property, had installed private fencing around
the property. Castrodale referenced the type of fencing as "tennis court" style, with black or green netting
on a six foot tall chain link fence. He said that as the fence was under seven feet tall, no building permit
was required and did not require LLA approval.
Castrodale reported that had discussed the facility with the MED, who indicated that the facility was
currently working to remedy a violation that had occurred in 2020, but that nothing precluded the state
from renewing the license. Castrodale said that the discussion was vague; the facility manager had stated
that the violation being corrected, and that it stemmed from an unapproved modification that had not been
approved from the state. It was his understanding that the MED found no serious violations that would
endanger the renewal of the state license.
Castrodale moved on to address water usage by the facility. He said that the current usage of the facility
was 1,500 gallons per day; the operators had indicated that the facility would require 3,000 gallons of
water per day. Castrodale noted that in the original approval of the facility in 2015, Tri County Water had
indicated that the property could be served with no limitations on domestic water usage. He noted that the
facility manager was planning to implement water storage during peak times.
Castrodale said that the Land Use Department had received copies of ongoing correspondence between
the facility manager and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regarding wastewater at the facility.
He said that the operator and the EPA had agreed that no violation existed and was not out of
compliance. Castrodale noted that there was a reference in the application to the possible utilization of
evaporation ponds for wastewater discharge. He said that additional permitting would be required from
the County, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) and EPA if ponds were to
be utilized. Castrodale said that based on the correspondence with EPA, it was staffs opinion that the
applicant was conducting proper record keeping and correspondence with the EPA He said that it was
not the intent of staff to interpret or enforce EPA regulations.
Concluding his statement, Castrodale said that the main issue with the renewal was the complaints
regarding odor. He said that the County's current process was not working, as odor was hugely
subjective. Castrodale said that Land Use had received all required application forms, narrative, and
payment of appropriate fees to apply for a renewal; if approved, staff recommended the inclusion of the
twenty-five conditions as listed in the staff report.
Commissioner Tisdel asked the applicant to make a presentation.
Stuart Knight, attorney representing MS Support, introduced himself and the facility operator Daniel
Castillo. Knight outlined that his presentation would cover MS Support's operation, the relationships built
with Land Use and Sheriffs Departments, and address concerns expressed. He asked Castillo to make
presentation regarding the operation and the ongoing construction efforts.
Castillo said that he was a part owner of the property, in addition to being the facility operator. He said
that MS Support had been granted a Major Modification of Premises in 2019 to construct a 5,000 square
foot greenhouse facility, a breezeway to connect the greenhouse, and six conex boxes. He said that
construction efforts had been ongoing to complete the approved structures. He anticipated that
construction would be completed in late April 2021. He said that the noxious weed mitigation plan was in
progress.
Knight said that Land Use staff was very responsive and professional. He added that the operators had a
good relationship with Sheriffs deputies, and was able to have an open dialogue to address issues. He
said that MS Support was not shirking from their duties or responsibilities and good neighbors.
Knight continued on to address the screening issue. He recognized that it was likely to be a contentious
issue and welcomed the opportunity to address the concerns. He said that the property owner had
installed a privacy and security fence around the majority of the entire property. He said that the property
owner felt this was necessary as many people were driving into the driveway and taking photos of the
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property. He noted that Castillo and his wife resided on the property and had concerns about their safety
and privacy. Knight played a video from March 19, 2021 depicting a vehicle driving up to the property
gate and stopping. The driver of the vehicle exited the vehicle and took photos from various points in the
entryway and from the County Road. Knight said that incidences like the one on the video occurred
weekly. Knight said that the property owner worked with Land Use to ensure the privacy fence was
constructed in accordance with Land Use regulations - as the fence was under seven feet, no building
permit or other County approval was required. Knight said that he would address why the screening
provided by the privacy fence should suffice to provide screening to the facility after Castillo addressed
why the other screening efforts had limited success.
Castillo explained that over the past two years, he had attempted to plant trees, but that they did not
thrive, given the dry nature and poor soil of the Colona area. He said he had subsequently suggested the
LLA allow him to try camouflage netting on the berm to screen the facility from neighboring properties.
Castillo said that the netting required constant upkeep, due to the wind and extreme sun. Castillo said
that approving the privacy fencing as screening would allow for effective screening of the property, as well
as providing safety and privacy for the residents. Castillo said that he was making good faith efforts to
comply with the condition, however it was difficult given the conditions and topography. He added that
privacy fencing was standard practice across the industry.
Knight said that the privacy fence provided a much better solution for screening as it obscured the facility
from surrounding properties. in addition to being a deterrent for people coming onto the property without
permission. Knight said that the substantiated odor and noise complaints could be attributed to the
ongoing construction. He said that the facility was non-descript and asked for common sense solutions.
Knight addressed the non-compliance of the greenhouse and reflectivity issue. He said that the facility
operator had reached out to the greenhouse manufacturer to find out if a coating could be applied to the
material. The vendor said that it was pointless to apply anything that would affect the material's ability to
bring light into the facility. He said that the greenhouse would be rendered useless.
Knight addressed the odor the odor complaints. He said that Land Use staff had initiated 29 unannounced
odor checks, in addition to the various times Sheritrs deputies had been called to the property regarding
odor complaints, only to have the majority be unfounded. He said that only one time was a Sheriffs
deputy was able to detect a faint odor at the property line. He said that the details were sparse of the
report of the non-Ouray County law enforcement officer detecting odor on the County Road. Regardless
of the complaints, Knight assured the Board that the operators took the complaints very seriously. He
asked Castillo to report on the air filtration system.
Castillo said that MS Support had invested $25,000 into different filters and air purifiers. He explained that
the facility currently had ten air filters that provided air exchange every 20 minutes. He said that the air
exiting the facility was filtered and cleaned before being exhausted outside the facility. He said that
carbon filters had also been added to the conex storage containers for use during harvesting. Castillo
said that he was doing everything in his power to mitigate any odor; he added that it was important for the
operators to know when there was a concern so they could address it. Knight agreed, and supported
Land Use staffs continued unannounced checks on the facility. Knight said that he thought the odor
mitigation was sufficient. Knight said that the noise complaint was likely the result of ongoing construction
on the site; he expected that once construction was complete, no noise would be heard from the property
line.
Knight agreed with Castrodale's assessment and recommendation regarding wastewater. Castillo said
that the facility had never placed runoff water from the plants into the septic system. He said that all
plants were hand watered and that there was no runoff from the plants.
Knight said that Log Hill Neighborhood Action, LLC (LHNA) had alleged that the operators had burned
cannabis waste material. He attested that there had been no burning of any plant waste. He said that
Castillo logged and disposed all cannabis related waste according to MED requirements and policies.
Knight addressed the MED violation. He said that a misinterpretation of a regulation resulted in the
violation; he said that operators installed a fence, not knowing that paperwork was required for the State.
He said that upon notification of the violation, the required paperwork was submitted immediately.
Knight said that the operation did not exceed the fourteen average daily trips (ADTs), and that no large
trucks were used as a part of the operation. He said that that the LHNA public comment submittal alleged
that the operators utilized a semi-truck to haul product; Knight said that the allegation was untrue. He said
that the facility did not generate nearly enough product to require the use of a semi-truck.
Knight agreed with Castrodale's report regarding water usage.
Knight wished to address the public comment regarding the facility's alleged disruption of the community
character. He said that the report submitted by LHNA entitled "Operation Potpourrr demonstrated that no
amount of mitigation would ever suffice to make the facility acceptable to some neighbors. He said that
the group had requested that additional regulations be applied to MS Support that were beyond the scope
of the County's ability to regulate, and bordered on arbitrary and capricious. Knight outlined several other
accusations, including LHNA claiming that Castillo's ownership of the property was fraudulent. He pointed
to Liftreat, LLC's ownership structure on the Florida Secretary of State's website; he added that the
structure of the entity was similar to the structure of LHNA. Knight said that many of the accusations in
the "Operation Potpourri" report were baseless and had no evidence. He said that the claims were all
attempts to run Castillo and his family out of town. Knight again referenced the Operation Potpourri
report, which claimed that the facility operators were storing mercury for florescent lights, and demanded
that the facility's product be tested for heavy metals. Knight said that facilities were prohibited to store
certain chemicals. He said that storing light bulbs with minute amounts of mercury did not constitute
illegal storage of prohibited chemicals. He said that the accusation demonstrated the unreasonable
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demands and motives of LHNA. Knight said that the report referenced an effort by LHNA to meet with
Castillo, which the group claimed was spurned and rejected by Castillo. Knight said that the report failed
to mention the demands of LHNA for Castillo's wife, and attorney not attend the meeting. LHNA
demanded that if MS Support was to insist their attorney attend, LHNA's attorney also be able to attend,
and MS Support pay for their attorney fees. Knight said that Castillo was committed to continuing to be a
good neighbor, and remained willing to resolve issues. He encouraged the LLA to approve the request for
the major modification of the screening, and renewal of the license.
Viner said that any public comment received after the commencement of the hearing should not be
considered. Commissioner Padgett was surprised at Viner's advice. She asked if the LLA would not be
allowing for oral public comment. She asked what precluded a member of the public from reading an
email during that portion of the hearing. Viner clarified that due process needed to be upheld. She said
that public comment sent to the LLA after the hearing began should not be considered as the applicant
would not have received them and would not have had time to review them. Viner said oral public
comment would be allowed, and nothing precluded a member of the public from reading an email sent to
the LLA.
Perry said that he had concerns with the application. He said that repeated incidents in neighborhoods
required the work to solve a problem. He said that Knight had brought up some concerns from the facility
operator, and that other neighbors likewise had concerns with the facility. He asked if Castillo had filed
any reports regarding drivers stopping outside the gate and taking photos. He said that it was concerning
behavior that needed to be reported. Castillo said that he had submitted the video to the Sheriffs office,
but had not filed a formal complaint. Castillo said that he was keeping a record of suspicious activities.
Perry noted he had received from neighbors that MS Support staff had been driving to adjacent properties
and taking photos as well. He said that there were obviously issues in the neighborhood that needed to
be addressed through community action. Perry refuted Knight's claim that the noise complaint was the
result of construction work on the property. He said that the noise complaint was reported as fan noise in
August of 2020. He thought that the issue had been resolved as there had been no subsequent
complaints or concerns.
Commissioner Tisdel invited the members of the LLA to ask clarification questions of staff and the
applicant.
Commissioner Tisdel clarified that the "major modification of premises" was triggered by the request to
interpret the existing privacy fencing on the unlicensed portion of the property as the screening element,
as required by the Ordinance. Castrodale confirmed that was correct.
Commissioner Padgett asked for a clarification of the ownership structure, and the authorized agent. She
asked if the transfer was done appropriately and all required parties were fingerprinted and background
checks performed. Castrodale confirmed that all necessary background checks and fingerprinting had
been completed. Knight said that MS Support was the license holder. The property owner was Lifetreat
LLC, which had four members: one member was Castillo who had been vested as the managing
member. Knight said that he was not prepared to discuss the Foreign Entity Registration, but could review
it. Commissioner Padgett said that she had reviewed the Foreign Entity Registration on the Colorado
Secretary of State's website and that it cited non-applicable information. She asked for Knight to review
the filing and provide an explanation. She said that the various names and titles associated with the
business could give the impression of misrepresentation of information. Knight located the document
referenced by Commissioner Padgett, and noted that the document had nothing to do with MS Support
and it appeared to be an error on the Secretary of State's website. Knight agreed to notify the Secretary
of State of the error.
Commissioner Tisdel asked if there had been a change in entity status. Knight said that there had not
been a change in ownership structure since the transfer from the property's original owner / operator in
2018.
Commissioner Padgett asked Castrodale where the odor checks were performed. She needed
clarification as the licensed area was internal to the larger property boundary. Castrodale said that odor
was typically measured from the property boundary. He said that he was closer to the facility on a few
occasions, but that it was customarily measured from the property boundary, or at the location of the
complainant's property. Commissioner Padgett asked what kind of variables were recorded during the
inspections. Castrodale said that it varied on each inspection. He said that when staff responded to
complaints, they typically went to the location where the odor was reported. He said that winds were
noted, but at that the wind shifted constantly in the North Mesa Zone and made it impossible to replicate
what the neighbor may have experienced. Commissioner Padgett said that it was the responsibility of the
operator to prove there was no odor from their facility. Additionally, Commissioner Padgett said that there
may be a date error on one of the complaint forms as the complaint was closed prior to the receipt of the
complaint. Commissioner Padgett said that it appeared as if the Land Use and Sheriffs departments were
taking on the burden of proving where the odor was originating. She added that there were a number of
complaints reported on the date that the non-Ouray County affiliated law enforcement officer experienced
odor on County Road 22 near the facility. She said that evidence was convincing.
Commissioner Tisdel asked about the staff-initiated odor checks. Castrodale said that staff had performed
a staff-initiated odor check approximately once a week beginning in June 2020. He said staff was able to
visit the site in conjunction with other site inspections in the area.
Commissioner Padgett asked when the weed mitigation plan would be implemented. Castillo said that it
was planned to commence when construction was completed. Castrodale said that the weed mitigation
plan was likely missed in staffs previous review of applications. He said that staff did their best in
notifying permit and license holders about upcoming dates and deadlines, but ultimately the responsibility
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was that of the permit holder. Castrodale said that the applicant had reached out to the County's Weed
Manager to begin making plans for any necessary mitigation.
Commissioner Padgett asked about the wastewater provision, and if there were any plans to install a
rendition pond, and possible locations. Castillo said that he was working with CDPHE and EPA for plans
for a discharge system, if needed. Castillo said that no retention pond was currently planned, as there
was no wastewater from the cultivation facility being discharged. Castillo said that only if the facility
planned to start discharging water would the retention ponds, or other OWTS be required.
Commissioner Padgett asked for clarification regarding to the noise complaint. She was confused about a
reference in the staff report to the State decibel level. She asked if Ouray County had a local regulation
that governed noise. Castrodale said that Land Use staff had limited experience with noise regulation. He
said that the County had Ordinance 1992-01 Regulating Noise on Public and Private Property that gave
the regulatory power to the Sheriff. Castrodale said that Ordinance 1992-1 was very subjective and did
not include any decibel levels or other metrics to determine noise complaints. Castrodale explained that
Land Use applied both the County and the State's regulations as it gave more objective determinations.
Commissioner Padgett addressed the issue of glare from the greenhouse. She asked if there was any
written documentation justifying the applicant's claim that applying anti-reflective coating to the
greenhouse would diminish the purpose of the structure. Commissioner Padgett understood the
justification, but did not want to create a nuisance for neighboring properties. She noted that there were
many other greenhouses in the area that did not have issues with glare. Castillo said that the
documentation could be provided.
Commissioner Padgett asked if additional information or documentation could be provided on the MED
violation. Knight wanted to clarify that MS Support was not issued a violation from the MED. He said that
the facility was issued a warning - no fine or punishment was levied, and a resolution was immediately
completed to the satisfaction of the MED. Commissioner Padgett cited Section 9(b)(5) of Ordinance
2019-001 which required the applicant to share any documentation explaining complaints or violations.
Knight countered that the requirement did not include MED warnings.
Commissioner Padgett asked if MS Support had ever consulted with a professional landscape architect,
master gardener or other similar professional in developing screening plans for the facility. Castillo said
that he worked with a master gardener at a local nursery who recommended specific trees to be planted
on the berm.
Commissioner Niece inquired to know why the application was late. Castillo explained that there had
been a clerical error on the part of the staff person who handled the licensing. He said the application was
submitted as soon as they had realized the error.
Commissioner Niece recalled the discussions regarding screening in 2020. He said that there had been
multiple unsatisfactory screening attempts and that the 2020 renewal approval was conditioned up on
satisfactory screening. He asked why, despite clear direction, the applicants wanted to wait until
construction was completed before implementing the screening. He said that it seemed counter to the
previous direction. Castrodale said that the additional screening had not been fully completed. He
estimated there was any additional 30 feet of camouflage netting required to finish the required screening.
Castrodale said that it was apparent that the camouflage netting was not going to work due to the winds.
He said that this was discussed during the renewal review; at that point MS Support suggested that the
privacy fencing serve as the screening requirement.
Commissioner Tisdel asked for public comment.
Scott Bridgman, County Road 22 resident, referenced a comment by Knight comparing LHNA and LLCs
associated with marijuana cultivation, and responded that LHNA was not regulated. He said that there
was no sensitivity about ownership and representation, and that LHNA was simply a body representing
the neighborhood. Bridgman said that mercury was a prohibited substance in a marijuana cultivation
facility. Bridgman said that MS Support claimed to use best business practices; however, florescent lights
were not a best business practice and questioned why the cultivation facility would use florescent lights
instead of LED lights. Bridgman addressed the claim that people stopping and taking photos of the
facility was a security concern. He said that Viner had previously encouraged neighbors to take photos of
the area to provide visual context to the LLA members, as they were not allowed to visit the property in
consideration of the application. Bridgman urged the LLA to believe that the neighbor's reports of odor
and noise were credible. He said that the use of carbon filters to mitigate odors in a marijuana cultivation
facility was an obsolete, ineffective method. Bridgman wished to discuss Knight's continued negative
mischaracterization of LHNA. He said that no member had a personal vendetta against the facility, or its
operator. He said that they were simply a group of neighbors that lived in the area and wanted the area to
look nice. Addressing the proposal for OTWS retention ponds, Bridgman asked how the ponds would
operate when the ponds would inevitably freeze. Bridgman said that the greenhouse glare would never
be mitigated. He thanked Commissioner Padgett for the recommendation for a professional landscaper to
provide input on screening that was more in keeping with the character of the neighborhood. He did not
think that it was an unreasonable suggestion.
George Kerber, County Road 22 resident, bemoaned that the Board was once again reviewing a renewal
and major modification request from MS Support. He said that Land Use staff had consistently
acknowledged non-compliance with the conditions of the license. He recalled that MS Support operators
had previously claimed that the 5,000 square foot greenhouse that was constructed without a building
permit would be utilized for hemp, or other non-marijuana crop. He said that that after the building was
constructed, the facility operators had applied for the building to be utilized for marijuana cultivation. He
said that the property owners subsequently constructed a seven-foot tall "spite• fence around the
property, and claimed it was not associated with the marijuana license, yet they were now seeking
approval to utilize it as screening for the facility, and eliminate the camouflage netting. Kerber said that
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the fence was reminiscent of an armed military camp, and that it did not fit in with the residential
community. Kerber said that the sly method of operation had allowed MS Support to get away with so
much. He said that when the facility was first approved in 2016, the previous owners had already started
construction on the facility prior to receiving license. Kerber said that he had brought up concerns about
noise, odor and growth, but was assured that it was a small operation and that it was to stay that way. He
said that MS Support was "thumbing their noses~ at that assurance with multiple requests to expand their
facility. Kerber said that the LLA should deny the request to expand the approved 2,500 square foot area
to the total 5,000 square feet in the greenhouse, deny the request for the license renewal and deny any
other major modification request on the basis that MS Support was disregarding and disrupting the
neighborhood with the continual bait and switch tactics.
Erin Havelick, Melody Lane resident and LHNA President, said that LHNA was not trying to eliminate
marijuana-related businesses in Ouray County. He said that it was a preservation group. He said that
LHNA applauded and supported the cultivation facility on Highway 550 that recently received approval for
a license renewal. He said that LHNA existed to preserve and protect Log Hill when Land Use staff failed
to do so. He said that LHNA endeavored to achieve their mission through education, cooperation, local
government meeting attendance, and direction action. He said that the group was comprised of
neighbors, allies, and friends for the purpose of resisting invasive structures, poor planning, and
commercial businesses that were not in-line with the residential character of the neighborhood. Havelick
said that LHNA had submitted three "Operation Potpourri"' reports that outlined their concerns. He
claimed that the photos taken of the facility from the County Road were included in the packet. Havelick
said that the reports outlined the history, conversations, Sheriffs reports and other documents related to
the cultivation facility and history of non-compliance with Ordinance 2019-001. He said that the
documents proved that the facility was completely out of character with the neighborhood character,
requiring the intervention of the Sheriff and County Courts. He said that the operators of MS Support had
continually been out of compliance with their terms of approval and therefore should have their license
revoked. He claimed that MS Support used Land Use staff to advise them of how to get around the
screening requirement. Havelick said that when the license was revoked, LHNA would be there to work
with the LLA to develop new, more protective regulations. He thanked Commissioner Padgett for her list
of comprehensive questions and thoughts on the license renewal. He asked the LLA to think about what
they would do if the facility was located next to them.
David Beckhardt, County Road 22A resident, wished to bring up four points. First was a concern
regarding wastewater; he said that the June 2020 staff report included a staff response stating that limited
irrigation water was being discharged into the OWTS. Next, he said that if the operators used 800 feet of
chain link fence on the berm and affixed the camouflaged netting, the screening issue would not exist.
Third, he referenced Knight's indication that harassment had caused the property owners to install the
privacy fence in September; Beckhardt said that the video Knight played was dated March 19, 2021. He
said that there were no Sheriff reports filed by MS Support about privacy concerns. Beckhardt added that
the County required every facility to place a Public Notice sign at the location under consideration, so
visits from members of the public should not have been a surprise or threat. Finally, Beckhardt said that
written public comment received at 1: 15pm prior to the 1:30pm start time should be considered
regardless of whether or not it was included in the packet for the applicant's review.
Beckhardt read from a letter sent from LHNA regarding plumbing permits located at 255 Melody Lane. He
said that the search was performed on the Department of Regulatory Affairs (DORA) website at 10:00AM
on March 23, 2021, and the warranty deed found on the Ouray County Assessor's public information
website. Beckhardt said that the search proved that there was only one plumbing permit issued in June of
2015 and subsequently closed upon completion. Beckhardt said that the sale of the property to Liftreat
was completed in December of 2017, and a residence was built on the property in 2018. He said that at
no point could the facility and its operation be out of compliance with Ordinance 2019-001 and any
conditions imposed by the LLA. Based on the research performed, Beckhardt concluded that the only
plumbing permit was for the original greenhouse, and any subsequent plumbing done since Liftreat
purchased the property was done without a state-required permit. At a minimum, Beckhardt said that the
residence, the 5,000 square foot greenhouse and breezeway connecting the original greenhouse to the
5,000 square foot greenhouse lacked state-approved plumbing. He said that MS Support had violated
Ordinance 2019-001, in addition to other County Ordinances and Resolutions. He said that the applicant's
violation of the State public permit requirements showed a continued pattern of disregard for codes,
ordinances, resolutions, and the legal authority of the LLA. Beckhardt said that MS Support's required for
a license renewal should be denied.
Jessica Myer, Melody Lane resident, said that she had just hired a professional landscaping company to
landscape her property. She said that the contractor had provided her with a list of trees and plants that
would be suitable for the climate. She said that it was important to water anything that was planted, and
that it appeared MS Support had access to plenty of water. She mentioned that other properties had
thriving trees.
Beckhardt asked for additional clarification about the process. He said that Commissioner Tisdel had
indicated that the applicant would be given the opportunity to respond to public comment. He asked if
members of the public would also be given the opportunity to respond to the applicant's second
statement. Viner said that it would not be permitted. She said that quasi-judicial matters had a strict
process and that the applicant was allowed to have the last word prior to the LLA going into deliberation
and ultimately a decision. Viner clarified that the LLA could ask questions of the staff and the applicant.
Alexandra Perez, property owner, wished to address the LLA as the wife of the facility operator and an
employee of MS Support. She said that she and Castillo had purchased the facility in 2017. She said that
the property was attractive at the time, as it was a large acreage parcel that already had an active
cultivation license. She said that when the transfer of ownership was considered by the LLA, there had
been no one present to raise any concerns. She said that there were no red flags as there was already an
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active, producing cultivation facility on the property. Perez said that the berm was installed by the original
property owner, and that she and Castillo had continually endeavored to make the conditions better. She
added that the berm was very unsteady, and therefore could not support the installation of fence posts.
Perez said that the privacy fence had been installed as she did not feel safe with unwanted guests visiting
the property, and walking the property line taking photos. She said that there had been an occasion when
someone entered the property and took note of employee's license plate numbers. Perez said that there
had been many references to the community character and disruption of the neighborhood. She
understood the concern and noted that there were six property owners on Melody Lane, including MS
Support. She said that she had discussed the operation of the facility with each neighbor and the majority
of the six neighbors were not bothered by the operation. Finally, Perez said that the facility had the
smallest license allowed by the State. She said that MS Support was requesting the needed square
footage to ensure a quality product.
Hearing no other public comment, Commissioner Tisdel closed the public comment portion of the hearing.
Commissioner Niece asked Castrodale of his take on the 5,000 square foot greenhouse that was
originally planned for non-marijuana cultivation. Castrodale said that the structure had been clearly
communicated as not being related to marijuana cultivation; as it was agricultural in nature, no building
permit was required for construction of the facility.
Castrodale wished to clarify and defend the actions of staff regarding the screening. He said that the
terms of license required that the screening be completed by October 31, 2020. He said that he had meet
with the facility operator on October 28, 2020 to discuss the requirement: at that time the facility operator
proposed supplemental non-marijuana cultivation-related screening, in the form of the privacy fence. He
said that as the license was coming up on its renewal date, it seemed like the fair thing to do to bring up it
during the renewal deliberations. He said that MS Support did not get special treatment from staff, and
that everyone who dealt with the Land Use Office got the same fair and respectful treatment.
Commissioner Tisdel agreed with Castrodale and his actions.
Commissioner Padgett clarified that the conversation took place in October 2020. Castrodale said that the
screening needed to be completed by October 31, 2020 and he talked with MS Support staff on October
28, 2020. He said that it seemed unreasonable to propose alterative screening at that time, particularly as
staff was already working on the renewal application.
Commissioner Padgett asked if staff reviewed the Tri-County Water bills to determine what usage was
attributable to the residential unit, and the greenhouse. Castrodale said that he had not reviewed bills. He
said that the Board could request it from the applicant.
Commissioner Padgett asked if there could be validation that the two non-cultivation related conex boxes
were being used for personal storage. Castillo clarified that there were a total of eight conex boxes on the
property, two were used for private storage, and six were approved to be utilized for the cultivation facility.
He said that four of the six approved marijuana conex boxes were currently outside the licensed premises
and would be moved back upon the completion of the construction.

5:02 - 5:07

Break:

Commissioner Tisdel asked the applicant to make a rebuttal.
Knight wanted to address the five individuals who spoke during public comment. He clarified a statement
that Bridgman made regarding Liftreat being the license holder; he said that Liftreat was the property
owner, and MS Support was the license holder. Regarding Bridgman's claim that MS Support was
illegally storing hazardous chemicals in the form of fluorescent light bulbs, Knight said that the bulbs
contained scant amounts of mercury. He thanked Bridgman for the suggestion to utilize LED lights and
welcomed further suggestions from neighbors. He said that MS Support was very willing to meet and
discuss issues under reasonable terms.
Knight next addressed Kerber's comments. He said that while the 5,000 square foot greenhouse was
originally planned for non-marijuana cultivation, it became obvious that additional square footage was
needed to meet the active licensing requirements of the State and County. He said that the greenhouse
was constructed, but never used for marijuana cultivation until approved by the LLA. He said if the LLA
had not approved the use, MS Support would have used the greenhouse for another crop. Knight took
umbrage with Kerber's characterization of the privacy fence as a "spite fence." He said this kind of
nefarious characterization of his client made it very difficult for the facility operators to engage in an open,
construction dialogue with neighbors. Knight said that there was only one noise complaint at the facility,
and that MS Support had provided a reasonable proposal for an additional condition if additional
mitigation was necessary.
Knight reiterated that the operators were very willing to meet and discuss concerns and implement
solutions.
Knight addressed the permit concerns brought up by Beckhardt. He said that there was no plumbing in
the greenhouse. He said that MS Support was happy to submit to inspections.
Knight thanked Myer for bringing up a landscape company that was doing work in the area. He said that
MS Support would happily take the business name and work forward to have a better landscaping and
screening plan.
Knight concluded his statement by saying that MS Support was hoping to find a better solution. He said
that it was their goal to be good neighbors and respectfully move forward.
Commissioner Padgett asked if MS Support was planning to expand the number of plants allowed by the
State license. Knight said that MS Support was not looking to expand the plant count.
Knight indicated that MS Support was supportive of continuing the hearing to a later date.
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M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Padgett and seconded by Commissioner Niece to continue
consideration of the item to 9:30AM on March 25, 2021.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

5:44

The Board of County Commissioners adjourned the regular session.
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